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ABSTRACT, Three methods of computii|^  Fourier coefficionts by simple circuitry 
have been investigated. In the two Digital Sch^os for evaluating ^fj Cos Qj or 2/^ Sin Bj 
the Sine/Cosine translator is a solocting-oum-marfer circuit using either two-motion electro­
mechanical switches or diode matrices. The trunflftated digits Cos Bj are read out in the 
form of pulses, each of which again generates /j pulses by triggering preset multivibrators. 
The sum is then obtained by counting all the serial pulses in a reversible counter. The trans­
lator is further simplified in a Hybrid computer, where analogue voltages proportional to 
Cos Oj/Sin Oj and/j are multiplied in a semi-digital form, and the output is again in the form 
of a number of pulses proportional to the product. 1'hese methoels are easily extended to 
two- and tliree-diraenaional problems. An accuracy of 1^ ,^ or better is easily obtained in the 
Hybrid computer, and the speed of operation, normally about 500 per hour, depends on the 
input circuits feeding Bj and / j .
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Many applications of Fourier Series and Fourier integrals are found in all 
brandies of science and engineering, and in most practical cases, numerical methods 
have to bo used to evaluate the Fourier coefficients. A periodic function f [ 0 )  
may be represented as,
where,
and
f ( 0 )  == cos sin nO
1 27T 1 27T
«o= ^  J /(^) == i  # )  ‘zn 0 ^ 0
-  f f ( 0 )  • sin n 6 ‘d 0 .  
n 0
W heii/(0) cannot be expressed in an analytic form, the above integrals are replaced 
by equivalent summations for numerical computation. Thus, either the synthesis 
of f ( 6 )  from the given a's and 6's, or the analysis of/(^) in terms of the a 's  and fi's 
require the determination of the sum of a series of the form S/, eos Oj or 
S /,s in 0 ;.
Many meohanieal, electromechanical and electrical instruments) viz., Harvey 
Harmonic Analyser, Cathode ray tube, Wave analyser, Spectrum analyser etc. 
(Manley, 1945), have been developetl to aid this mimerical computation. The 
problem may also be solved very accurately in a general purpose Digital computer,
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but such a machine is not available to all workers. It has been the purpose of 
the work, reported here, to solve tlie problem with much simpler ciromts but 
at the same time retaining some of the advantages of modern digital and
analogue techniques.
p r i n c i p l e s  o f  c o m p u t a t i o n
The main problem in Fourier analysis or synthesis is to numerically deter­
mine the summation Z fj cos d, or 2/^ sin Oj for various values of fj and 0,. The 
problem, then, consists of three parts, viz., (a) Determination of Cos 0 /^sm djhy 
some method of translation, (b) Multiplication of cos (9^ /sin Oj by fj, (c) Summation 
of the series, as indicated in Fig. 1. These functions may be done cither by digital
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Fig, 1. Bloch Schematic of the Computer,
or analogue devices. The digital translator may be of electromechanical or elec­
tronic type. The input to the system may be stored by positioning some two- 
motion switches, and the translated digits may be retransmitted by impulse 
senders according to preset codes as is used in the Directors of a large automatic 
exchange. (Atkinson, 1955). The preset code jnay be changed, when required, 
by some rearrangements in the Translation field only. Using .1-digit values of 
dp the translated 3-digit values of cos are transmitted to the multiplier
in a serial order as shown in Fis. 2. To make the translator faster, electronic
f^/s
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Fig, 2. Translator using Electro-mechanical smtehes,
circuits analogous to the above may also be used. Fig. 3 shows such a circuit, 
where the digits of 0 are stored either in a bank of decade counters using dekatron
Fig. 3. Digital translator using electronic devices,
tul)es or in flip-flops. The marked leads of the counters operate a selecting circuit 
and one output lead is energised. This in turn will mark thq corresponding out-
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put leads of the marker matrix equivalent to the translator, and the marked leads 
will indicate the value of c o s ^ ^ / s i n T h e  sc l^ecting and marker matrices may 
be designed with either cold-cathode gis-discharge tubes or diodes (Flowers, 
1952), and the impulse senders may be presc| triggered-multivibrators giving a set 
number of pulses corresponding to cos /sin 0^ ,
The analogue translator may be a Dio(3|&-function generator or a survosystem 
using sine/cosine potentiometers. A simpleHanalogue sino/cosine function genera­
tor has been developed using the sampliiijg technique, as seen in Fig. 4. Here 
0^  is represented by a variable voltagefwhich in turn varies the position of a
I •0S9tC0$9j msfm4tA
I I
Fig, 4. Analogue translator using Sampling techniques,
sampling pulse with reference to the zero of a sinusoidal wave fed to the 
sampling gate. Tlie sampled value will correspond to amOjIco^ Oj and is trans­
ferred to the multiplier through a suitable clajnp.
Since in simple calculations, a 2-digit or 3-digit accuracy in cos6^ j /sin 0^  and/, 
would be sufficient, it is not necessary to use the complicated multiplying circuits 
required in standard digital computers. The stjrial pulses obtained from the 
translator-sender may be multiplied sequentially by generating a preset number 
of pulses corresponding to f j  for each pulse of cos 0j/sin Oj, The total number of 
pulses, if counted, would represent f j  cos OjIfjSinOj. This may be accomplished 
by presetting the triggered multivibrators with fj and by allowing the MV’s to bo 
triggered once for each input pulse representing cos <?j/sin Oj, as shown in Fig, 5.
Fig. 5. Digital multiplier.
Here the inputs y  ^trigger a series of J f F’s which are controlled by auxiliary 
counters to produce a predetermined number of pulses according to the Binary 
code. The output from the MV*s are then controlled by a diode matrix preset by 
the codes o if j  and only those ilf F’s which combine to form the number in fj  are 
allowed to transmit their pulses to the final counter. Thus each pulse in yi y^  
will send f j  pulses to the counter. Instead o f using Binary-coded triggered
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MV'», wc may also use auxiliary decade counters in the feedback loop of the 
F ’k so as to control the^  mmiber of pulses given by them and the counters would 
be preset by the digits in /j.
Many types of analogue multiplies are in use, e.g., the multiplier using simul­
taneous amplitude and width modulation of sampling pulses, the multiplier using 
amplitude and frequency modulation of a sinusoidal carrier (Aiken and Susskind, 
1961). Tlie latter method is quite simple in circuitry and the J’Jf-discriminator 
may be either a speidal lu t^work having the required slope-frequency characteristic 
(Tuttle, or a standard Foster-Seely circuit. The circuit may be further
simplified by using a freqmmcy-controlled M V  as the carrier to the yOf-modulator 
and the output simply detected by a diode and an iJC -^filter. This method, shown 
in Fig. 0., has the defe(;t that the output is not simply but has some constants
\aii>Aai£ rwi aato
tatC»t
MT/iKmtJt
Fig, 6. Analogue multiplier.
and A'g varying with fj and cos 0^ ., and would n^quire cancellation by suitable 
variable voltages. The problem has been effectively and simply solved by the 
Fn^quency-Counting multiplier shown in Fig. 7, -whoro/j controls a gate circuit with
Fig. 7. Frequency countin>g mtUiplier.
a pulse of variable width =  b f^j and pulses corresponding to cos0^ * are passed 
through the gate. The number o f the output pulses is then proportional to a^ bi 
fj  cos Oj, which are finally counted. The method has the added advantage that by 
using reversible counters (Churchill, 1952), ±  sign of costfj may be taken care of 
by making the counter to add or to subtract in response to a trigger from the 
translator. The summation of the series cos Oj is done most conveniently by 
digital methods using either a Binary or a Decade counter, and standard circuits 
are used for the pupose (Lesslie and Narin, 1962).
D I G I T A L  S C H E M E S
Based on the principles of Figs. 2 and 5, an electromeohanical digital computer 
is shown in Fig. 8, where the values of and /j are assximed to be of two digit's 
each. The circuits may be easily extended for more digits in 0^and/^. The dialled
digit Z j X 2 of 0j drive a two-motion selec^r switch, similar to a Final selector 
m an auto-exchange (Atkinson, 1965), apd mark a particular contact on the 
P-bank with fuU earth. All the contacts the P-bank are connected to the
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Fig. 8. A Compute EUctro-mechanical Computer. (Translator cotxrecticn shown for (Jos 30®=0,87).
Translation field such that X.^  ultimately earth a pair of predetermined 
vertical wires connected to the outlets of and (e.g.; for the wires
8 and 7 are earthed as shown in the figure)). Along with the selection of 
Cos Oj, the other wipers of the selector operate the relay IG and IG^  starts 
the uniselector magnet Si, wliich hunts through its oAvn interrupter contact 
for the earthed wire (say, no. 8 in the Fig.). When the wiper reaches the 
marked wire, the UjSSi stops due to the operation of SX and f//S S^  
starts hunting due to the operation SZ. 8  ^ in its turn stops when the 
marked wire is encountered by the wiper 8  ^ The uniselectors are brought 
back to normal by the homing arcs and 82^ 1 when 10 is released. During 
the impulsing of and /Sj, the relays and I f2 translated digits
FiTa sequence and the pulses actuate the triggered multi-vibrator MVi 
repeatedly. The multivibrators MVi and MV  ^ are preset by the dialled 
digits corresponding to so that each pulse due to Mi and pro*, 
duces (jjj+jpg) <^ titput of the MV\, and the final decade counter
counts and stores them. The dialled pulses PiP^ actuate two Uj8 '& Ui and 
and position their wippers accordingly to control the number of pulses sent out 
by MVi and MV^ each time they are excited by Yi or Fg. This is done by 
counting the'output pulses by an auxiliary decade counter using Dekatron tubes 
(nX.Aip:flop )^, and stopping the MV when the marked cathode sends a stop pulse
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back to the MV. The stop pulse via for J fF j starts MV^ and finally MV^ 
stops due to a stop pulse via f/g counter. Due to the controlling con­
tacts SZ2, 8Z^ and SZ ,^ the pulses are fed to the Hundreds’ position and the 
])xilses Yi P2 to the Tens’ position of the counter. Similarly the pulses Pi and 
Tg Pz Ten’s and Unit’s positions respectively. The ambiguity of
±  Y1 Y2 for cos 0j: may be taken care of by using a reversible counter (Chxirchill, 
1952) fc^ r the final summation. In Dekatrons, reversing the drive changes the 
direction of rotation of the glow and addition or subtraction may be done by simply 
changing the drive circuit. To affect this addition or subtraction, a control signal 
is obtained form the translation field and either the direct or reverse drive circuit 
is used to store the digits Yj Y^Pi, Y 1 P2 and Y^ Pt* Thus ( i F i  Y^Xfj) 
^  fj cos Oj ; pulses are effectively stored in the final counter. The selector circuits 
may bt^  released by an auxiliary contact in the dial and the operations repeated 
in a serial manner.
For an accuracy of two decimal places for 0^  and one two-motion selector, 
four uniselectors along with the axixiliary circuits and final counters would be 
reciuired. Since the \J//S’s normally can give about 50 pulses per second and dial­
ling requires about 2 seconds per digit, it will be possible to do about 350 summing 
operations in an hour if one can dial that quickly. The speed of J fF ’s would 
beabout2000pulses/secondasitis necessary to send at most 20 pulses to the 
counter for each pulse due to or ilfg- For three digit values o f 0^  anf /j, ten 
two-motion selectors and seven I J would be necessary. The values of S /j cos dj 
may be recorded (Das, 1959) if required by a ‘readout’ circuit and an electrical 
typewriter at the output of the final counter.
AlUehctronic digital computer
It is x>o»sible to replace the electromechanical storage and the selecting circuits 
of the above scheme with all-electronic circuits, as shown in Figs. 3 and 9. Here 
the dialled digits for Oj are stored in a sequence in the ring counter Mi and
M 2 which are scniuentially gated by the cold-cathode trigger tubes Ti and Tg 
(Flowers, 1951). The outputs of Mi and M 2 control a diode-matrix Di so that a 
single output of the matrix is energised and the translated Cos dj ; is represented 
by an output Yi Fg of the cross-connecting field. This output, in conjunction 
with the feed-back from the auxiliary counters M^ and M^, causes the marker 
matrix D2 to send stop pulses to multivibrators M Vi and MV^, which are 
initially triggered by a start signal from 7\ synchronised with the translation 
of Xi X 2 to Yi Fg. Thus MVi and JfFa-, controlled by these start-stop signals, 
transmit the translated digits F^  F  ^ in a aerial form to the multiplier unit. 
The ring counters jlfj, Jfg, M  ^ and M  ^ are reset before the new values of X i X^ 
are fed to the transalator.
The mxiltipli^ unit is similar to that of Fig. 8, and the ring counters 
and M^ are preset by the dialled digits Pi pg corresponding to fp  The pulses of 
Fj Fa repeatedly triggers MV^ (p.r.f. approx. 20 times that o f M Vi) which sends
out to the counter for each input pulse. It is possible to use the
same MV  ^to send out pj and pg pulses if the reversible ring counters (Dekatron) 
and are ])reset by and pg through direct drive circuits (equivalent to 
addition) and are reset by the. pulses from MVk^ through reverse drive circuits
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(equivalent to subtraction) so that the sto]) pulses are always generated at the first 
cathodes of il/g and il/g. The counters J/g and are controlled by the gate 
to allow tluur operation in a sc(|U(‘nce, and thi‘ gates (/j, and G.^  are synchro­
nised so that pro])cr inputs are fed to th(‘ final counter in proper sequences i.e. 
■ 1^ P\ HundnHls’ position, p^  to thi‘ Ten’s position etc. The final
counter is a reversible one, as explained in section 3, and the addition/subtrac­
tion is controlled by a signal from the translation field.
The circuit of Fig. 9 is for two-digit values of Oj and/  ^and may be extemled 
to three or four digit-values by using additional counters and larger diode matrices. 
For two-digit values, approximately ten decade counters and 500 dicxles with their 
associated control circuits would be recpiired. For 3-digit values, 13 counters and 
700 diodes w'ould be necessary. For Dekatron counters, the speed of counting 
is about 4-20 thousand pulses per second, but using hard valve circuits, higher 
speed of counting may be obtained. Thus the number of summing operations 
that can be performed in an hour mainly depends on the input .circuits feeding 
the values of dj and /j. With dialled inputs, about 8 seconds would be required 
to feed the digits and not mote than 500 operations can be done in an hour. The
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speed of operations may be improved by feeding the digits tlirough punched
tapes or such other faster devices.
A H Y H B I D  C O M P U T E K
The principles of a hybrid computer has been shown in'Figs. 4 and 7. A complete 
block schematic of th(> computer, along with the different timing waveforms, 
is shown in Fig. 10. The inputs Oj and fj are in the fonn of calibrated voltages
r «C. /j
1
t
\ a.
■ W
Q -
.
Fig. 10. An all-electronic Hybrid computer. 
(a) Block Schoinatie of the equipment.
(b) The Timing wavefonns 
of different circuits.
which are clamped by the ‘Boxcar’ circuits and 6 2^-The variable delay genera­
tors DL  ^ and DL  ^ arc Phantastrons with controllable mean delay so that tlu5 
Sine/Cosine wave form /g and the (hdayed pulses/g, and/5 are properly synchro- 
nised. The translation of Oj to cos Oj is obtained by the combined operations of 
the ‘Boxcar’ FM  oscillator and frequency changer, and the pulses is pro­
portional to cos Oj. I'he width of the gate pulse is controlled by /j and the 
output of the gate 0  ^is b^fj cotiOj =  2h pnlses which are counted and stored in 
the final reversible counter.
The characteristics of the laboratory model of this computer have been 
quite satisfactory, as is seen in Fig. 1 1 , where the linearity of the component 
circuits are shown. The ‘Boxcar’ and the phantastron circuits are quite linear 
and the maximum error in them is within i 2%. The FM  output varies 
from 0—20 Kc/s with =  70 Kc/s and is suitable to obtain 100 pulses for a 
gating pulse/y =  6 msec and cos Assuming that 5 msec, corresponds
to fj =  100, tlierc will be a single pulse output for cos = ± -0 1 ; and for 
/y =  50/t sec., corresponding to fj --  1, tlicre will be only one pulse for cos Oj =  ±1- 
Thus the accuracy in the multiidier woidd be about ± 1 % ; but this may be
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Fig. 11. Linearity characlerv>tic.i of the Component cirr iil.t in the Hybrid Cotnputer. 
(o) Input 0; v«. output voltages of tho Boxcar and the associatod amplifiers.
Fig. U.
./A/^r 0j vocT*
{b) Variable of putoo width di of the phantastron with 6^  
(minimum di =1.6 ms. for 0^=0).
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furtlier improvod ifp^ varies in a liiglier frequency range, say, from 0 200 Kc/s. 
The overall translator-multiplier characteristics are shown in Fig. 12 for some
ao t a t  C as  y ^ o c rs -------
Fig. 11 (c) Variation of the froc^ uency po of the FiVf oscillator and tho boat Iroq.
Pi with input <‘Os 0^ ).
Fig. 12. Overall characteristics of the Hybrid Computer shown in Fig, 10.
The counter outputs arc for different 0^  in flegrees for/j ™98, 61, 43, and 11.
Errors is± 1.
values of f j ,  and it is seen that the products/j cos are within ± 1  of their 
correct values.
The calibrated voltage inputs d j  and f j  may be fed through push-button 
keys connected to a potential-divider chain. Two rows of keys, one for each digit 
in d j i f j , may be coupled through an adding circuit to give the two-digit values 
of the inputs. It is also possible to feed the inputs through two dials and the digits
stored in ring counters as is done in Fig. 9. The cathodes of the ring counters 
in Fig. 13 are connected to the adder through a suitable weighting network such
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Fig. 13. Method of dialling the input Oj to the Translation of Fig. 10.
that the added output is proportional to the dialled input Oj. On completion of 
the storage (Flowers, 1951), a third gate feeds this added voltage Oj to the trans­
lator in Fig. 10. At the end of each summing operation, it would be necessary to 
discharge the clamps (\ and (\y\ this is done by using a recycling pulse generated 
from the trailing edge of the gate pulse/g or/^. If the whole system is synchronised 
with 50 c/s mains, then a single operation would be complete within 20 msec. 
Thus it would be possible to perform about 3000 operations per minute if the in­
puts can be fed at such speeds. The speed is then mainly controlled by the input 
( ircuit and would be restricted to about 500 operations per hour using common 
telephone dials.
An extension to the two- and three- dimensional problems.
In many physical problems, it is necessary to evaluate the summation 
2/^ cos 27T {hXj-\-kyj~\-lzj) or Hfj cos 2n(hXj-{-kyj) and the input dj to above computer 
has to be predetermined in terms of two or three-dimensional functions (hxj-^kyj 
-\~lzj). I f  required, this may also be instrumented with circuits similar to those 
already discussed. Two such circuits for the two-dimensional case are shown in 
Fig. 14, which may be connected ahead of the relevant computers. The digital 
circuit of Fig. 14(a) is dial-controlled and uses the multiplier and adder similar to
W W W
Q cmne»L* i n r M. K
AMi.
Q e » r
Fig. 14. Extension of the technique to two-dimensional problems. 
(a) Digital multiplier—adder for fun tions (^ -f^ ) .
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those of Fig. 9. The adder-counter M  can now replace the digit-store Mi and M  ^
o f Fig. 9. and the different digit signals (positive or zero voltages) may be directly
I y 4 SMnrsrr
J r t
Fig. 14(b) Hybrid multiplier-adder for (hx-\-]cy).
fed to the selecting matrix Z)^ . The readout gate is operated after the required 
addition is completed in a manner similar to the generation of the start signal to 
MVj from Tg of Fig. 9.
The hybrid circuit of Fig 14(b) uses the multiplier and adder of Fig. 10 and 
[hx -^\-kyj) is stored in the counter M, Since the input dj to the tranlator is an 
analogue voltage, the counter output is taken through a digitabto-analogue 
converter similar to that shown in Fig. 13. The dialling arrangement of Fig. 13 
may now be used to feed A, fc, y to the above auxiliary multiplier-adder.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Three simple and practical computing schemes for determining the Fourier 
coefficients have been studied, and the hybrid computer has been found to be 
sufficiently acurate (vithin about 1%) for general calculations. For higher ac- 
uracy and speed, the simplified digital computer may be used, although the speed 
is mainly dependent on the input circuit. The scheme with electromechanical 
switches is quite attractive and cheap, but careful maintenance of the equipment 
would be required for continuous operation. The electronic digital scheme uses 
about 700 diodes, 13 decade counters and associated control circuits for 3-digit 
values of 6^  and / ,^ whereas for 2-digit values of the variables, 500 diodes and 10 
counters are necessary. The hybrid scheme, using 5 gates, FM and Width- 
modulation circuits and controls, would require about 40 tubes, and a summing 
operation will be completed in 20msec. The values of Oj and fj may be 
fed through punched tapes or by simple dialling, and it will be possible to have 
about 600 operations per hour by using ordinary dials.
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